hin&herzo - The Culture
Festival
All good things come in threes - we are happy
to be able to welcome you to the third
hin&herzo - The Culture Festival in 2021! This
year the overall theme of the festival is “LUCK”.
While the hin&herzo Festival could not take
place in 2020, you will ﬁnd “LUCK AND
HAPPINESS” outside your door from September
24 to 26, 2021.
Look forward to readings on the topic of luck and happiness, to exhilarating and
delighting concerts, light installations and performances, up to theater moments
with “Hans in luck”. Sarah Wiener, Die Leipziger Pfeﬀermühle, Alexej Gerassimez,
Martin Brambach and Christiane Sommer are only some of the artists coming to
Herzogenaurach in September. Be curious! You can buy tickets in pre-sale from
friday, July 30th, 10 am.
Tickets in pre-sale

Current Corona notes
One thing we have learned from the last few months is that everything can
change on very short notice. With all our restrictions and hygiene regulations we
are well prepared to enable a safe and plannable culture event for you. According
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to the current regulations, all ticket-based events with reduced number of seats
can take place. Additionally, everybody is used to wearing a mask, to keeping
distance and to reserve seats in advance by now.
Still, Corona might force us to adapt new regulations on short notice: for example
if an artist cannot perform as scheduled, if the number of visitors has to be
reduced again or if some of the performances in the hin&herzo Discovery Area
cannot take place as planned. Therefore we ask you to check our website for
current information before visiting the festival. We will keep you up to date.

Project award
Sponsors & partners

Contact
Town of Herzogenaurach
Department of City Marketing and Culture
Wiesengrund 1
91074 Herzogenaurach
Phone +49 (0) 9132 / 901-120
E-Mail kultur@herzogenaurach.de

Downloads
Pressemitteilung vom 10. Juni 2020
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